How to get to Siena

A word about public transport in Italy: Whether travelling by train or bus, it is important to understand the rules regarding your ticket. In general, tickets for long distance public transport (high speed trains, major bus routes) are sold for a specific travel date and time, with a reserved seat. These tickets are essentially activated at the time of purchase, for the date and time indicated. This is the case for high speed trains along the Milan-Bologna-Florence-Venice-Rome-Naples lines, and long distance buses along the same routes. Meanwhile, travel on regional trains and local buses is generally unreserved seating, and the ticket must be activated by the user at the moment of travel, in a ticket machine located at the train station, or on board the bus. This is the case for train travel between Pisa-Siena and Florence-Siena, and bus travel Florence-Siena.

From Fiumicino airport (Rome)

By Train:
take the train “Leonardo Express” Roma Fiumicino - Rome Termini (http://www.trenitalia.com/tcom/Informazioni/In-treno-da-Roma-all'aeroporto-Leonardo-da-Vinci) / regional train FL1 direction Stazione Roma Tiburtina. From Roma Termini and Roma Tiburtina take the high speed train “FrecciaRossa” Roma-Firenze. From Florence take the regional train Firenze-Siena. You can also take the Roma-Siena line (change at Chiusi Chianciano Terme). For both solutions it is possible to buy the tickets for the entire journey in every “Trenitalia” ticket office among the stations, or by visiting the website: (http://www.trenitalia.com).

Shuttle Service:
thank to the “By Bus” service it is possible to be connected from Fiumicino airport to Siena (http://www.sitbusshuttle.com/en/nuovo-collegamento-siena-aeroporto-di-fiumicino-roma/).

By Bus:
From Roma Tiburtina bus station to Siena with “Sena Baltour” lines (www.sena.it):
• “FLIXBUS” lines (https://www.flixbus.it)
Bus Tickets can be pre-purchased online for discounts.
To reach Rome Tiburtina bus station from Rome Fiumicino airport, take regional train FL1. These trains generally have a final destination of “Orte’ or “Fara Sabina”, and Tiburtina is an intermediate stop. Purchase train tickets (8 euro) at the airport train station.

From Galileo Galilei airport (Pisa)

By train:
Pisa Airport - Siena line (www.trenitalia.it).

By Bus: “Granturismo” bus can be reserved everyday from Pisa airport to Siena (also way back) (http://www.sienamobilita.it/sienapisa.html). Tickets are available at Pisa airport by the Information Point or on “Siena Mobilità” website. In Siena tickets are available by the ticket shop “Tiemme S.p.A.”.
From Florence

From Firenze “Amerigo Vespucci” airport

Shuttle service:
From Santa Maria Novella train station you can reach Siena with the regional train Firenze Santa Maria Novella - Siena (www.trenitalia.it).

By bus:
From the bus station (in front of Santa Maria Novella train station) it is possible to reach Siena with the following Tiemme S.p.A. lines:
• 131O - R FIRENZE - POGGIBONSI - COLLE VAL D'ELSA - SIENA (ORDINARIA)
  http://www.tiemmespa.it/var/ezdemo_site/storage/original/application/81a9b01138449e935a383001e63f0d1.pdf
• 131R - R FIRENZE - SIENA (RAPIDA)
  http://www.tiemmespa.it/var/ezdemo_site/storage/original/application/5ec353d92fdddbd875f0572044907760.pdf.
From the Università per Stranieri di Siena the closest bus stop is “Antiporto” where you can reach the Siena train station area with the escalator Risalita Stazione-Antiporto-Porta Camollia.

From Milan

Milano Centrale train station

By train:
High speed train “FrecciaRossa” Milano-Firenze Santa Maria Novella and later with the regional train Firenze-Siena (www.trenitalia.it).

Milano Rogoredo train station

By bus:
Milano Rogoredo train station - Siena with Sena lines (http://www.sena.it).

From Naples

From Napoli Centrale train station

By train:
High speed train “FrecciaRossa” Napoli-Firenze Santa Maria Novella and later with the regional train Firenze-Siena / Intercity train Napoli-Chiusi - Chianciano Terme and the regional train Chiusi Chianciano Terme - Siena (www.trenitalia.it).

By bus:
Napoli (Metropark Centrale) - Siena train station with FLIXBUS service (https://www.flixbus.it).

From Bologna

By train:
Bologna Centrale train station with the high speed train “FrecciaRossa” Milano-Firenze Santa Maria Novella and later with the regional train Firenze-Siena, (www.trenitalia.it). By bus: from Piazza XX Settembre service station you can reach Siena with the following lines:
• “SenaBaltour” (http://www.sena.it )
• “Megabus” (http://iteu.megabus.com)

By car:
• NORD tollroad A1 Milano - Napoli – exit Firenze Impruneta and later highway Firenze – Siena (to reach the Università per Stranieri di Siena the recommended exit is Siena NORD, direction train station; for the City Centre the recommended exit is Siena OVEST).
• SUD tollroad A1 Napoli - Milano – exit Bettolle and later the junction Bettolle – Siena (to recare the Università per Stranieri di Siena the recommended exit is Siena NORD, direction train station; for the City Centre the recommended exit is Siena OVEST).